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INC news, autumn 2017
Read up on new projects and publications.
Theory on Demand #25: General Theory of the Precariat by Alex Foti
INC Longform: Luxury & Paranoia, Access & Exclusion On Capital and Public Space
Link list on bitcoin & blockchain, demonitization and other MoneyLab issues
New projects: The Art of Criticism and State Machines
Download the experimental smartphone essay '40'
Book launch The Riddle of the Real City

Theory on Demand
#25: General Theory
of the Precariat by
Alex Foti
From the fast-food industry to the
sharing economy, precarious work has
become the norm in contemporary
capitalism, like the anti-globalization
movement predicted it would. Written
by the activist who put precarity on the
map of radical thinking, this is the ﬁrst
work proposing a complete theory of

INC Longform:
Luxury & Paranoia,
Access & Exclusion
On Capital and Public
Space
In a new essay on the INC Longform
platform, Anastasia Kubrak and Sander
Manse dive into ‘a new kind of urban
zoning’, considering vertical zones, the
possibility of counter-spaces, and many
examples from Pokémon Go to Google
Urbanism.
Read the essay here.

the precariat in its actuality and
potentiality.
Alex Foti's General Theory of the
Precariat can be downloaded in pdf or
epub, or ordered as print-on-demand
from Lulu here.

MoneyLab link list

New projects: The Art
of Criticism and State
Machines

Read up on on bitcoin & blockchain,
demonitization and other MoneyLab
issues in this link list, collected by
Geert Lovink and many others of the
MoneyLab networks, for the MoneyLab
email list, February-October 2017.

Two new INC projects have started
recently: The Art of Criticism and State
Machines.
The Art of Criticism is the international
chapter of our long standing project on
experiments in (online) art criticism. An
international consortium will be set up
with the aim to initiate a European
research project.
State Machines is a European
collaboration between art, research and
ngo institutions, investigating the new
relationships between states, citizens
and the stateless made possible by
emerging technologies.
Please check the links for more
information and follow us there for
updates in the future.

Pay What You Want
'smartphone essay'
In this essay that was written to be read
on a smartphone, you are invited inside
the mind and phone of someone
contemplating friendship after
Facebook. The epub is published within
the Internet Gids Cahier series in

Dutch.
Pay What You Want (or download for
free)! See here for more information.

On September 13th Wim Nijenhuis' newly translated book The Riddly of the
Real City, or The Dark Knowledge of Urbanism was presented. Read the
introduction to their conversation by Miriam Rasch (in Dutch), or go to the
publication page to download or order this extraordinary work of theory and
book design (in English).
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